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Instructions
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Making it Personal

1. Cut two 7 1/2" pieces of cord.

2. Cut four 3" pieces of 24g craft

wire (or work right off the spool).

3. On one piece of cord, string on

the Stepped Bezel Link to the

middle of the cord.

4. Fold the cord in half.

5. Use the 24g wire to make four

snug wraps around the doubled

cord, about 1/4" from the Stepped

Bezel Link. Trim the ends and

pinch them to secure, either

with chain-nose pliers, or with

crimping pliers.

6. Repeat Steps 3-5 for the other

side of the bracelet.

7. Attach an oval jump ring to the

lobster clasp and close the jump

ring.

TIP: Personalize this bracelet with 
different colored cords, birthstone 
crystals and zodiac charms!

8. Thread both ends of one side

of the bracelet cord through the

jump ring on the clasp and fold

the ends back against the cord.

9. Secure the ends of the cord

with another piece of 24g wire.

Make four snug wraps around

the doubled back cord, close

to the jump ring. Trim the ends

and pinch them to secure, either

with chain-nose pliers or with a

crimping pliers.

10. Thread both ends of the other

side of the bracelet through one

closed oval jump ring and fold

back the ends back against the

cord.

11. Repeat Step 9 with this side of

the bracelet.

12. Add an oval jump ring to the

charm. Before closing the jump

ring, attach it to a loop on the

Stepped Bezel Link.

Supplies 
1     Aries Charm (94-2470-12)
1     Stepped Bezel Link 
       (94-6749-03) 
1     12x7mm Lobster Clasp 
       (01-0110-61)
3     Med Oval Jump Ring 
       (01-0018-61)

Also used: 1mm waxed cotton cord, 
24g craft wire

Required Tools
Scissors, flush cutters, 2 chain-nose 
pliers. Optional: Crimping pliers

Finished Size
7.5 inches

skill set
easy peasy
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Watch our technique videos in 

the DIY section of our blog 
(look for video on jump rings). 
Tierracast.com/blog/tag/diy


